DEEP-LINKING TO GALE eRESOURCES
Available from: https://huntertafe.libguides.com/eresources

Basic Steps
1. Obtain and copy the bookmark URL of the resource.
3. Replace & with %26
4. If using a Microsoft Office application (such as Word), add to the end of the URL &ssosource=cdagent (do not replace the ampersand here).

Permalink of resource + TAFEcat authentication +&ssosource=cdagent

NOTE: The Database authentication via TAFEcat prefix is required to satisfy licence requirements.

LINK TO A JOURNAL OR ARTICLE

You can link to individual journal articles or to a full journal.

1. Go to eResources at https://huntertafe.libguides.com/eresources
2. Using the A-Z menu, navigate to G and select Gale Databases.
   To log in, enter the password which can be found on the Database Passwords list on our website https://huntertafe.libguides.com
3. Locate the journal article, or journal you want to link to.
4. Click on the Bookmark icon in the grey search bar at the top of the screen.
Copy the Bookmark URL

Copy this URL

Bookmark URL

http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA451311242&v=2.1&u=hunter&it=r&p=GPS&sw=w&asid=b51d991c2bc11eeb88968a2aa2face2f

Prefix the Bookmark URL with the TAFE Authentication URL


Replace & with %26

https://tafecat.tafensw.edu.au/tafecatalog/index.jsp?eResource=http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA451311242%26v=2.1%26u=hunter%26v=2.1%26p=GPS%26sw=w%26asid=b51d991c2bc11eeb88968a2aa2face2f&ssosource=cdagent

Linking in Microsoft Office

Deep linking from Microsoft Office 2010 documents (such as Word, Outlook, PowerPoint, etc.) in the usual way, i.e. TAFE authentication prefix + permalink of resource, will return a 404 page not found error because the hyperlink is converted to https://tafecat.tafensw.edu.au/tafecatalog/cdagent. For the link to work, the URL needs to have &ssosource=cdagent added at the end. Having the extra code does not stop the links working in other places.

If using a Microsoft Office application (such as Word) add to the end of the URL:
&ssosource=cdagent (do not replace the ampersand here).

https://tafecat.tafensw.edu.au/tafecatalog/index.jsp?eResource=http://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA451311242%26v=2.1%26u=hunter%26v=2.1%26p=GPS%26sw=w%26asid=b51d991c2bc11eeb88968a2aa2face2f&ssosourc e=cdagent

NOTE: That if the document is converted to a PDF, the deep links will work without this extra code. Also, deep links in MS Office 2007 programs will work with or without the extra code.

It is recommended you use a text editor such as Notepad or Wordpad to construct the deeplink.